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Abstract. Visual entailment is a recently proposed multimodal reasoning
task where the goal is to predict the logical relationship of a piece of text
to an image. In this paper, we propose an extension of this task, where
the goal is to predict the logical relationship of fine-grained knowledge
elements within a piece of text to an image. Unlike prior work, our method
is inherently explainable and makes logical predictions at different levels
of granularity. Because we lack fine-grained labels to train our method,
we propose a novel multi-instance learning approach which learns a fine-
grained labeling using only sample-level supervision. We also impose novel
semantic structural constraints which ensure that fine-grained predictions
are internally semantically consistent. We evaluate our method on a
new dataset of manually annotated knowledge elements and show that
our method achieves 68.18% accuracy at this challenging task while
significantly outperforming several strong baselines. Finally, we present
extensive qualitative results illustrating our method’s predictions and the
visual evidence our method relied on. Our code and annotated dataset
can be found here: https://github.com/SkrighYZ/FGVE.

1 Introduction

Tasks requiring multimodal understanding across vision and language have seen
an explosion of interest in recent years, driven largely by their many downstream
applications. Common tasks include visual question answering [1, 20,41], visual
commonsense reasoning [55], and visual dialog [14, 15]. Moreover, tasks that had
historically been studied by only the natural language processing or computer
vision communities have recently received attention from both communities. For
example, event extraction [10,28,57] and coreferencing [26,38], longstanding infor-
mation extraction and NLP tasks, have all recently been explored multimodally.

One such task is the textual entailment task, first proposed in 2005 [13]. The
task requires a system to decide whether a piece of text (the hypothesis) can
be logically deduced from another piece of text accepted as true (the premise).
Xie et al. [50] posed a multimodal variant of the task called visual entailment,
which replaces the textual premise with an image. Because of the rich cross-
modal reasoning required, it has become a standard benchmark for testing joint
vision-and-language understanding in many recent multimodal models [12,23,31].
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Fig. 1. In the standard visual entailment task, a model predicts the logical relationship
of the entire hypothesis to an image. In our proposed task, the model predicts the
relationship of each knowledge element of the hypothesis. Specifically, our model predicts
a boy is present, someone is riding, the boy is riding, a motorcycle is not present, no
one is riding a motorcycle, and can’t conclude whether someone is riding home or not.

The standard visual entailment benchmark [50] is a three-way classification
task between entailment (hypothesis is true), neutral (hypothesis could be true
or false), and contradiction (hypothesis is false). Though the classification is
made for the entire hypothesis, the task by its very nature requires fine-grained
multimodal reasoning. For example, for a hypothesis to be labeled contradiction,
the model must find at least one facet of the hypothesis that conflicts with
the image. The task as posed, however does not require the model to produce
fine-grained predictions which would explain its reasoning.

This lack of fine-grained predictions is significant for several important reasons.
First, it limits the utility of the task to downstream applications. Fundamentally,
the visual entailment task requires models to search for visual evidence necessary
to make logical inferences about the text. This capability has many possible
downstream use cases, from detecting image-text inconsistencies for misinforma-
tion detection [32] to ensuring answers to questions are entailed by the image [44].
However, many of these tasks require localized predictions [19], which existing
methods are unable to provide. Secondly, the fine-grained predictions produced
by the model naturally explain its reasoning, making its prediction interpretable.

To address the above shortcomings, we propose the fine-grained visual
entailment task. Similar to the original visual entailment task, our goal is to
predict the logical relationship of textual claims about images. But differently,
we require the model to make predictions for each specific “claim” in the text.
We illustrate our task in Figure 1. Our method works by decomposing the
textual hypothesis into its constituent parts which we call “knowledge elements”
(KEs). Knowledge elements are the claims that collectively constitute the entire
hypothesis’ meaning. In order to decompose the hypothesis into its constituent
KEs, we represent the hypothesis as its abstract meaning representation (AMR)
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[3, 25] graph. We choose AMR to represent the semantics of the hypothesis
because AMR captures the semantic meaning of text irrespective of its syntax [3].

We train a multimodal transformer to make fine-grained predictions on nodes
and tuples (i.e. the KEs) within the AMR graph. Our transformer takes as
input visual tokens, the hypothesis, and a linearized representation [21, 35] of
the AMR graph. To make predictions for each KE within the AMR graph, we
introduce a novel local aggregation mechanism which learns a localized contextual
representation. Our contextual representation fuses the representation of the
KE’s AMR with its associated visual context. These representations are then
used to make KE-specific predictions.

The model described above requires KE-level supervision to train, but our
dataset only contains sample-level supervision. Rather than rely on expensive
and hard to obtain AMR graph annotations, we instead propose a novel multi-
instance learning (MIL) approach. Specifically, we leverage the sample-level label
to impose a set of MIL constraints on our prediction function which induce a
fine-grained labeling of the graph without requiring any new annotations.

While our MIL losses ensure that knowledge element-level predictions are
consistent with the sample-level label, they do not ensure that they are semanti-
cally consistent with each other. Thus, we impose both top-down and bottom-up
semantic structural constraints which penalize the model for semantically in-
consistent knowledge element predictions. These constraints leverage the same
intuition as our sample-level MIL constraints, but instead work between KEs at
different structures within the AMR graph.

In order to benchmark performance on this task, we densely annotate AMR
graphs at the knowledge element-level. We compare our method against a number
of baselines across numerous metrics. Experiments show that our approach
substantially outperforms all baselines for the fine-grained visual entailment
task. We also include detailed qualitative results showing our method produces
semantically plausible predictions at the knowledge element-level as well as
examples of the “visual evidence” chosen by our model to make its predictions.

The major contributions of this paper are as follows:
– We introduce the novel task of fine-grained visual entailment and contribute

a benchmark of AMR graphs densely annotated by experts.
– We propose a novel method for this task which relies on localized cross-modal

contextual representations of each knowledge element.
– We develop a number of novel loss functions to train our method to make

knowledge element-level predictions with only sample-level labels.
– We perform detailed experiments and ablations of our model and loss functions

which clearly demonstrate the superiority of our approach. We also present
qualitative results and show the “visual evidence” used by our method.

2 Related work

Textual entailment. Textual entailment (predicting whether a hypothesis is
entailed by a premise) has long been studied by the natural language processing
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[13] community. Later work such as SICK [34] and the Stanford natural language
inference benchmark (SNLI) [6] expanded the task definition to allow more
granular labels , i.e. by adding the neutral category. The SNLI benchmark is
a large-scale benchmark of crowdsourced hypotheses written for Flickr30K [52]
image captions (which served as the premises). [7] further extend the SNLI
dataset with human-written free-form text explanations of the sample’s label.
None of these works operate multimodally or make granular predictions as we do.

Visual entailment. Most related to this paper is past work in visual entailment.
Xie et al. [50] introduced the visual entailment task which replaced the textual
premise from SNLI (a Flickr30K image caption) with its corresponding image,
while preserving the original label. Other work [11,30] has also explored visual
entailment in the video domain. [24] observed that the visual entailment dataset
contained substantial label errors caused by replacing the image caption with
its image. To correct this, [24] reannotated the samples labeled neutral in the
test set and proposed an automatic technique to correct some mislabeled neutral
train examples. [24] also use the rationales from [7] to train a text generation
method to generate free-form textual “explanations” of their predictions.

Our approach offers several significant benefits over [24]’s. First, while [24]
generate explanations, there is no guarantee that the generated text truly describes
the model’s reasoning. Moreover, the generated text may not address specific
claims (or any claims) made in the hypothesis. Unlike prior work, our method
decomposes the hypothesis into its constituent KEs. Our KE-level predictions
naturally cover all claims within the hypothesis which may be important for
downstream applications, while inherently explaining the model’s reasoning.

Explainability. Our work is also related to research in producing explainable and
interpretable predictions. Common examples include as saliency-map techniques
[43, 58, 60] as well attention mechanism visualizations [18, 29]. One popular such
example of the former category is Grad-CAM [40] which computes class-specific
gradient heatmaps with the input. [48] produce fine-grained visual explanations
of image regions which caused the model to predict a particular class. More
recent work visualizes the attention maps in transformers [8,9,47]. Similar to our
method, [11] produce grounded video regions as explanations for video entailment,
but do not tackle the fine-grained entailment setting as we do. [19] make fine-
grained predictions of image-text inconsistency using a predefined ontology, but
do not consider the open domain and more granular entailment problem we do.

Multi-instance learning. Our model is required to learn which knowledge
elements are entailed, neutral, or contradictory from only the sample-level label.
Our work is thus related to multi-instance learning (MIL) methods where a bag
of samples are assigned a single label with at least one sample in the bag being
the label of the bag [16]. MIL methods have recently been explored for a variety
of tasks including image classification [39,49], object detection [17,51,54], scene
graph generation [42], and video segment localization [33, 59]. All share the goal
of learning a finer-grained prediction function than directly available from the
training labels. We are the first to apply MIL techniques to learn a knowledge
element-level entailment prediction model.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of knowledge element (KE) extraction. Arg# tokens are role labels
from PropBank [36], while z# tokens are IDs for nodes to facilitate node coreference.
During preprocessing, we make simplifications to the linearized AMRs such as removing
“/” and “-01”. We include details on preprocessing and tokenization in our supplementary.

3 Fine-grained Visual Entailment

Given an image and a textual hypothesis about the image, our goal is to predict
the logical relationship of the image to every “assertion” contained within the
hypothesis. To do so, we transform the textual hypothesis into its abstract
meaning representation (AMR) graph. We make predictions for each node and
tuple (edge with its endpoint nodes) in the graph, which we call knowledge
elements (KEs). KEs consist of assertions within the hypothesis about actions,
entities (objects, people, etc.), colors, gender, count, etc. We propose a multimodal
transformer which operates over the image, hypothesis, and a representation
of the AMR graph. At a high level, our method works by locating KE tokens
in the AMR graph, aggregating visual information to create a contextualized
KE embedding, and performing predictions by a classifier trained with novel
multi-instance learning and structural losses (which enforce semantic consistency).

3.1 Problem formulation

More formally, letD =
{(

i(1), h(1), y(1)
)
, . . . ,

(
i(s), h(s), y(s)

)
, . . . ,

(
i(n), h(n), y(n)

)}
represent a dataset of image, hypothesis, and entailment label triples respec-
tively, where n is the number of sample triples within the dataset. The goal
of the standard visual entailment task [50] is to learn the prediction function
fθ(i

(s), h(s)) = y(s), i.e., to predict the sample-level logical relationship of the
image and hypothesis. Note that in the remainder of this text, we omit the sample
index and refer to a single sample for clarity unless noted. Because we seek to
make sub-hypothesis-level predictions, we first decompose each hypothesis into its

constituent KEs. We denote the set of KEs extracted from h as KE = {kej}|KE|
j=0 .

We seek a prediction function gθ (i, h) =
{
ykej

}|KE|
j=0

where ykej is the label of

kej describing its specific logical relationship with the image.
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3.2 Knowledge element extraction

We next describe more specifically how we extract KEs from the hypothesis.
Let G be a text to AMR graph prediction method, then G (h) = G represents
the conversion of a hypothesis into its AMR graph representation G, where
G = (V,E) and V and E represent the set of vertices (nodes) and edges within
the graph, respectively. Each node v ∈ V represents a simple, atomic statement
about the image (e.g., “there is a car”; “something is walking”). In contrast,
each edge −→e ∈ E is directed and defines the relationship type between nodes.
Because edges are of ambiguous meaning without the nodes they connect, we
do not consider edges independently as KEs. Instead, we consider the set of
directed node-edge tuples denoted T = (vh, e, vt) with {vh, vt} ∈ V , vh and vt
being the head and tail nodes defined by the edge’s direction, and −→e defining
the relation type between the nodes. Each tuple thus represents a composite
statement (e.g., “vt is performing the action in vh”; “vt is the color of vh”). Thus,

the set of KEs extracted for a sample is KE = {V ∪ T} = {kej}|KE|
j=0 . We show

an example of what our AMR to KE extraction process looks like in Figure 2.

3.3 Architecture

Figure 3 shows the architecture of our method. In this work, we use OSCAR+ [56]
as our multimodal encoder F . OSCAR+ achieved recent SOTA performance
on several downstream vision-language tasks [56]. Given an image-hypothesis
pair (i, h), a pretrained object detector first extracts a sequence of object region
features o = o1, . . . , om and a sequence of predicted object tags t = t1, . . . , tp
(object labels in text form) from the image, where m and p are the number of
regions and tags respectively. Let fφ denote a graph linearization method [35],
then r = fφ(G(h)) where r is h’s AMR in linearized form. The linearized AMR
encapsulates all KEs within the hypothesis’ AMR in a string form, while retaining
their semantic structure. We extract the token embeddings from the last layer
of the encoder for each of the sequences: (o, t, r,h) = F(o, t, r, h). Although
providing h to the model is not required, it provides context and we find it
slightly improves sample-level performance (∼ 2%) in practice. Our method for
fine-grained KE prediction to be described does not involve or require h.

3.4 Knowledge element-contextual aggregation

Although multimodal interactions happen naturally through self-attention in
the transformer’s layers, we find it beneficial to apply attention to tokens inside
each KE. For example, the model might pay more attention to predicates than
entity labels such as “z0”. Let r = (r1, r2, . . . , rl) be the full AMR embedding
sequence, where l = |r|. Let a subset rkej = (rl1 , . . . , rlk) ∈ Rmj×d, where d is the
hidden state dimension and {l1, . . . , lk} ⊆ {1, . . . , l}, be the embeddings of the
mj tokens (not necessarily consecutive) that form kej ∈ KE. To estimate each
token’s importance, we learn a function fα that takes as input rkej and outputs
token-wise attention weights wj ∈ Rmj . In this work, fα(rkej ) = σ(rkejw

α) ,
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Fig. 3. Our method that makes predictions on both the sample level and the KE level.
We show the processing steps for an example KE: (z0 sleep, :ARG0, z1 dog).

where σ is the softmax function and wα ∈ Rd is a learned vector shared by all
KEs. We leave exploring stronger weighting mechanisms as future work.

A challenging aspect of our task requires the model to create grounded
representations for individual KEs. For a single node in the AMR graph, context
information from the image space could be essential for prediction. Therefore,
we propose a method to retrieve relevant image region features for each rkej .

We first select the most salient token k̂ characterized by having the highest
attention weight (k̂ = argmaxk wj,k, where wj,k is the k-th element of wj). We
then compare the cosine similarity between rk̂ and each of the tag embeddings tk′ ,

rk̂·tk′

∥rk̂∥∥tk′∥ , and retrieve the most similar tag tk̂′ . With the correspondence given

by the object detector, we can now retrieve the object region feature ok̂′′ ∈ Rd

that tk̂′ refers to.
The full contextualized embedding used for predicting kej ’s label is therefore

obtained by:

ekej = Concatenate([r⊤kejwj , ok̂′′ ]) ∈ R2d . (1)

We denote our classifier’s output for each KE as fKE

(
ekej

)
= z =(

z1, . . . , z|KE|
)
=
(
fKE (eke1) , . . . , fKE

(
eke|KE|

))
, where zi denotes the output

logits of the classifier for kei and fKE(·) ∈ R3.

3.5 Multi-instance learning losses

Because we lack KE-level supervision, to train fKE we leverage novel multi-
instance learning (MIL) objectives which we derive from the problem semantics.
Specifically, we observe that if a hypothesis is entailed by an image, all KEs
within the hypothesis should themselves be entailed (denoted ent.). Formally,
(y = ent) =⇒ ∀kei(ykei = ent). Because there is no ambiguity as to what each
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Fig. 4. Left: Our MIL constraints transfer sample-level supervision to KEs, but allow se-
mantically inconsistent predictions (e.g. bicycle=contradiction, riding bicycle=entailed).
Right: Structural constraints work within the graph to ensure semantically consistent
predictions. Multicolor nodes / tuples indicate the KE could be either color.

KE’s label should be, we impose a standard cross entropy classification loss across
all KEs for entailed samples:

LKEy=ent =

|KE|∑
i

− log
exp (zient)∑C
c exp (zic)

(2)

where zic is the classifier’s predicted value for class c ∈ {ent, neu, con}.
For a sample to be labeled neutral, we next observe that its KEs must observe

the following definition: (y = neu) =⇒ (∀kei¬ (ykei = con) ∧ ∃kei (ykei = neu)).
That is, no KE may be labeled contradiction (but they may be labeled either
entailment or neutral) and at least one KE should be labeled neutral. We enforce
these two constraints through the following MIL loss:

LKEy=neu
=

|KE|∑
i

(
− log

(
1− exp (zicon)∑C

c exp (zic)

))
− argmax

zineu∈z

(
log

exp (zineu)∑C
c exp (zic)

)
(3)

where argmaxzineu∈z selects the KE whose score in the neutral dimension is the
largest. Intuitively, this amounts to selecting the KE the model is most confident
is neutral and treating its label as such.

Finally, for samples labeled contradiction, we note that (y = con) =⇒
∃kei (ykei = con). In other words, at least one KE must be labeled contradiction.
Following the notation used above, we impose the following MIL loss:

LKEy=con
= − argmax

zicon∈z

(
log

exp (zicon)∑C
c exp (zic)

)
(4)

which selects the KE the model is most confident is contradiction and enforces it
to be so classified. We illustrate our MIL constraints for these three categories in
Figure 4 (left).

3.6 Semantic structural constraints

The above constraints enforce that the KE predictions are consistent with the
sample-level label, but they do not ensure that the KE predictions are internally
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semantically consistent with one another. For example, a model trained with the
above constraints would be free to predict the node “girl” as contradictory, but the
tuple “girl on bicycle” as entailed. We call this a “bottom-up” semantic structural
violation because the tuple’s prediction (the parent) is inconsistent with the node’s
prediction (the child). Like our MIL constraints, our structural constraints flow
from the semantics of the problem. We note that two types of bottom-up structural
constraints should hold: BU-C) (ykei = con) =⇒ ∀kej∈parent(kei)

(
ykej = con

)
and BU-N) (ykei = neu) =⇒ ∀kej∈parent(kei)¬

(
ykej = ent

)
. BU-C requires

that, if a node is contradiction, any parent tuple that contains it must also be
contradiction. BU-N requires that if a node is neutral, no parent tuple may
be entailed. We enforce BU-C and BU-N through the following two bottom-up
structure preserving losses:

LSTRUCBU-C
=

kei∈V
kej∈parent(kei)∑

kei,kej

−σ (zicon) log

(
exp (zjcon)∑C
c exp (zjc)

)
· 1 {ŷi = con} (5)

LSTRUCBU-N =

kei∈V
kej∈parent(kei)∑

kei,kej

−σ (zineu) log

(
1− exp (zjent)∑C

c exp (zjc)

)
· 1 {ŷi = neu} (6)

where σ is the sigmoid function, ŷi represents kei’s predicted label (i.e., the
maximum scoring class in zi), and 1 is the indicator function. Note that we
weight each structural constraint with the confidence of the child’s prediction
which lessens the impact of incorrectly predicted KEs. We found that this
significantly improved performance.

Similarly, two top-down constraints must also hold for their predictions to
be logically consistent: TD-E) (ykei = ent) =⇒ ∀kej∈child(kei)

(
ykej = ent

)
and

TD-N) (ykei = neu) =⇒ ∀kej∈child(kei)¬
(
ykej = con

)
. Analogous to our bottom-

up constraints, we enforce our top-down constraints through the following two
losses:

LSTRUCTD-E
=

kei∈V
kej∈child(kei)∑

kei,kej

−σ (zient) log

(
exp (zjent)∑C
c exp (zjc)

)
· 1 {ŷi = ent} (7)

and

LSTRUCTD-N
=

kei∈V
kej∈child(kei)∑

kei,kej

−σ (zineu) log

(
1− exp (zjcon)∑C

c exp (zjc)

)
· 1 {ŷi = neu} . (8)

3.7 Final loss formulation

In addition to our KE-level losses, we also include a standard sample-level cross-
entropy loss performed on the CLS token of the transformer which we denote
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by LCLS . Thus, our final loss formulation is given by the summation of the
previous losses: L = βCLS ∗ LCLS + βKE ∗ LKE + βSTRUC ∗ LSTRUC, where β are
hyperparameters controlling the relative weight of each component of the loss.

3.8 Implementation details

All methods and baselines use a pretrained VinVL [56] multimodal transformer as
our backbone architecture with the ResNeXt-152 C4 detector for visual features.
We use a max length of 50 for o and 165 for |t|+ |r|+ |h|, truncating h. We use a
batch size of 128, an initial learning rate of 5e−5 that linearly decreases, a weight
decay of 0.05, and train for a max of 10 epochs. We use Spring [4] to extract AMR
graphs from hypotheses. We use a depth-first approach for AMR linearization.
We implement our model in PyTorch [37]. Training takes approximately two days
on four Nvidia Titan RTX GPUs. Unless otherwise specified, we set βCLS = 0.5
and βKE = βSTRUC = 1. We include additional details in supplementary.

4 Experiments

We compare our method to several baselines on the new task of fine-grained visual
entailment. Our results consistently demonstrate that our approach significantly
outperforms these baselines on the fine-grained visual entailment task. We also
include detailed ablations and analysis of various components of our method. We
also present qualitative results illustrating that our method makes semantically
meaningful predictions at the KE-level. Finally, we show the visual regions chosen
by our method to make its predictions for each KE.

4.1 Dataset

The original visual entailment benchmark [50] was found to have a substantial
(∼39%) label error rate for the neutral class [24]. For training and testing, we
therefore use the relabeled version presented in [24] which corrects this issue in
the test set. The dataset contains 430,796 image, hypothesis, label triples in total.
We use the original train/val/test splits [24].

In order to evaluate our method’s on the KE-level prediction task, we require
KE-level annotated data. To do so, we created an web annotation interface using
LabelStudio [45]. Our interface shows annotators the image, hypothesis, and an
image of the hypothesis AMR graph. Annotators annotate each node and tuple
(the KEs) within the graph with the class that describes its relationship to the
image. Note that we also allow annotators to “opt-out” of KEs that are of unclear
meaning (which may occur from AMR prediction errors, etc.). These KEs are
ignored in evaluation. Because the original sample labels are crowdsourced and
still noisy, we also ask annotators to provide a new sample-level label.

Annotating AMR graphs is an intellectually demanding and laborious task,
often requiring annotators to consult PropBank [36] or the AMR specifications [25]
to understand the meaning of the KE. Because of the difficulty of the task, we
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Table 1. We show KE-level accuracies at the class-level, across different types of KEs,
and the overall KE-level accuracy. Finally, we show the structural constraint accuracy
(see text). The best result per column is shown in bold and second best is underlined.

Method Accent Accneu Acccon Accnode Acctup Overall Acc AccSTRUC

VE → KE 49.77 60.00 83.33 54.36 60.51 57.17 100
VE+AMR → KE 55.51 58.06 85.10 58.14 64.10 60.86 96.40

w/o LSTRUC 88.87 15.48 9.57 66.88 57.17 62.44 70.26
w/o Region Retrieval 78.20 24.51 55.67 64.61 64.87 64.73 93.57
Ours 79.64 31.29 62.76 69.79 66.02 68.07 96.36
Ours+CLS 80.35 29.35 62.76 70.01 66.02 68.18 96.98

concluded it was inappropriate for crowdsourcing. We instead employed two
expert annotators who were familiar with AMR, similar to [3, 5]. Collectively,
our annotators annotated 1909 KEs (1113-e, 306-n, 282-c, 208-opt-out) from 300
random samples (100-e, 100-n, 100-c) from the test set. Our annotation process
took ∼75 hours of effort. We include more details in our supplementary.

4.2 Baselines

Because we are the first to tackle the fine-grained visual entailment task, there are
no standard baselines for this task. We thus formulate two baselines in order to
benchmark our method’s performance. VE→KE is a standard sample-level visual
entailment model which takes as input the visual features and the hypothesis.
We replicate the model’s sample-level prediction for every KE. VE+AMR→KE
is similar to the previous model but also takes as input the linearized AMR of
the hypothesis. At test time, we make a prediction for each KE separately by
feeding the AMR corresponding to each KE into the model.

4.3 Quantitative results

We experimentally compare several variants of our method with the baselines
described above. Ours is our full method described in Sec. 3. We also include
an ablation of our method showing the performance of our method without our
structural constraints (w/o LSTRUC) and without our KE-specific region retrieval
technique (w/o Region Retrieval). The latter can be directly applied on top of
encoders not based on object features as well. Finally, we show a version of our
method (Ours+CLS) that predicts all KEs as entailed when the sample-level is
predicted entailed. Otherwise, it uses our KE-specific classifier.
KE-level performance. In Table 1 we show the performance of each method
on our KE-level annotations. The first group of results shows the accuracy for
each ground truth KE class (here equivalent to recall). VE→KE achieves strong
performance for KEs labeled neutral and particularly contradiction. This is
because contradiction KEs only appear in contradiction samples, while neutral
and entailment KEs can appear in multiple categories. However, we observed
that relatively few neutral KEs appear in the contradiction category, because
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hypotheses usually mention untrue facts (contradiction) about something truly in
the image (entailment). Thus, baseline performance is also strong for the neutral
category. We note that the KE classes are unbalanced by nature of our task and
we seek to locate the entailment KEs in neutral and contradiction samples. To
this end, our method substantially outperforms both baselines for entailment
KEs which can appear in any type of sample and are thus by far the most
frequent. The baseline’s apparent strength is because the first group of columns
don’t account for the precision of each KE category. In our supplementary, we
show that our predictions much more closely align with the ground truth KE
distribution for each sample type. This performance is reflected in the node,
tuple, and overall accuracies on which our method performs best.

The second group of results shows accuracies across different types of KEs.
We note our method performs better on nodes than tuples. This is unsurprising
because nodes represent simpler statements about the presence of objects or
actions, while tuples make more complex, composite statements about nodes
and are thus harder to verify for the model. While VE+AMR→KE outperforms
VE→KE overall and for most metrics, their predictions are highly similar for
most samples and it is significantly outperformed by our method overall.

We next measure the number of structural violations. We consider each
parent-child KE relationship a separate instance and calculate the accuracy of
each method at producing semantically consistent predictions across parent-child
relationships. We note that while VE→KE has no structural violations (because
all KEs are predicted as the sample label), it makes no fine-grained predictions.
Of the methods that make such predictions, our method performs best.

Finally, we measure the performance of our ablated method and our method’s
variants. Without LSTRUC our method achieves the lowest overall performance of
our method, indicating that the structural constraints work synergistically with
our MIL constraints to further disambiguate the KE-level labels. We further note
that without LSTRUC our model has a high rate (∼ 30%) of structural violations
within the graph. We next show that aggregating visual features into our model’s
contextual embedding is important. Without region retrieval our model’s accuracy
drops by (-3.45% acc) because our KE’s embeddings lack relevant visual context
(especially for nodes). Finally, we observe that ignoring our KE-level predictions
for sample’s predicted entailment and predicting all KEs as entailed (Ours+CLS)
slightly improves performance (+0.11% acc).

Sample-level performance. Though not our focus, we also include the per-
formance of sample-level label prediction in Table 2. The left side shows the
performance on the labels given by the MTurkers in [24], while the right shows
the performance on the sample labels in our expertly annotated set (Relab.). We
explore two ways of predicting the sample label. The first uses the CLS token,
while the second uses the logical rules defined in Sec. 3.5 to produce the sample
label from the predicted KE labels. We observe a slight drop (0.38%) in the
sample-level label for our method on the crowdsourced labels. Aside from label
noise, one possible reason is that the model pays less attention to the sample-level
task and focuses on the KE-level task (see ablation on loss weightings in our sup-
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Table 2. We show the sample-level accuracy of each method across different metrics.
The best method for each metric is shown in bold and the second best is underlined.

Method AccCLS AccKE→CLS AccRelab.
CLS AccRelab.

KE→CLS AccRelab.
Best

VE → KE 80.37 - 79.73 - 79.73
VE+AMR → KE - 79.15 - 80.06 80.06

w/o LSTRUC 79.78 75.17 79.40 79.73 79.73
w/o Region Retrieval 79.58 75.21 79.40 80.06 80.06
Ours 79.99 76.26 78.73 80.73 80.73
Ours+CLS 79.99 77.70 78.73 77.74 78.73
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Fig. 5. Qualitative results showing our KE-level predictions on AMR graphs compared
to the baseline. Nodes and edges (representing tuples) are colored based on their
predicted label (ent, neu, con, opt-out). Wrong predictions are denoted by dashed lines.

plementary). We show that on our set of expertly annotated samples, producing
the sample-level label using our KE predictions outperforms all baselines.

4.4 Qualitative results

In this section, we present qualitative results showcasing our method’s KE-level
predictions. We also illustrate the visual region our method selects for each KE.
KE-level prediction results. In Figure 5, we show KE-level prediction results.
We observe that the baseline often predicts many KEs the same label. In contrast,
our model’s predictions are more diverse and reasonable. In the first column,
our model correctly concludes the location can’t be determined and marks
“church” neutral. In the next column, our model struggles to detect a car in the
image so incorrectly marks “car” as neutral, but correctly infers that “fall” is
contradictory. In the rightmost column, our model “incorrectly” says the booth
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:ARG0 :ARG1

:ARG0

:ARG1

:ARG1:ARG0

Hypothesis: A couple is trying to solve a mystery.
Gold label: Neutral. 

Hypothesis: The woman is cooking dinner.
Gold label: Contradiction.

try

solvecouple

mystery

cook

woman dinner

Fig. 6. We show the image region our model selects for each KE prediction. KEs are
colored based on their predicted label. Wrong predictions are denoted by dashed lines.

is not small, but this is subjective. Similarly, our model says the booth is not
located on the street, which is feasible because the booth is on the sidewalk.

Region selection results. In Figure 6 we show the image regions selected
by our model for each KE. We observe relevant KE→image localization results.
For example, on the left we observe that “(try, :ARG1, solve)” retrieves the
puzzle being assembled and “couple” retrieves the two people. On the right, the
model selects the upper body of the woman for “woman” and a large region of
the image to conclude the action “cook” is incorrect.

5 Conclusion

We introduced the novel problem of fine-grained visual entailment where the goal
is to predict the logical relationship of knowledge elements extracted from a piece
of text with an image. We proposed a model for this task which fuses relevant
visual features with the representation of each knowledge element. Because of
a lack of fine-grained annotations, we proposed novel multi-instance learning
losses to transfer sample-level supervision to the knowledge element-level. We also
proposed novel semantic structure preserving constraints. Experiments conducted
on a new benchmark show that our approach significantly outperforms relevant
baselines, and more importantly, produces interpretable predictions.

There are several possible directions for future work. For example, pretraining
encoders with human-created AMR inputs [4,22] may better prepare encoders
for our task. While we use object labels in our work, object attributes are also
potentially helpful for predicting KEs that involves attributes [56]. Finally, region
retrieval [2, 27,53] and graph networks [46] may also be exploited.
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